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OVERVIEW
You Call, We Haul- Your Best Move In Transportation
   



“We take pride in 
   serving our customers     
   exceptionally.

Welcome to 
Diversified Logistic Solutions
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Since its inception in 2013, Diversified Logistic Solutions 
(DLS) continues to focus on expanding their unique liquid 
bulk transportation services.  As a company, our dispatch team 
and drivers pride ourselves on our tested and proven abilities 
to serve the needs of customers both large and small.  DLS has 
grown to be a well-respected logistics carrier based on its qual-
ity of service.  

The family based operation continues to focus on not only their 
customers, but a commitment to innovation and excellence in 
all business tasks.  

What began from an inspiration and the love of supply chain 
management shortly transpired to finding a niche market in 
the Non Hazardous Bulk Transportation.  The Bujdoso family 
continues to put emphasis in delivering excellence every step 
of the way. 

WHO 
WE ARE

We are ready to give a lasting solu-
tions to your logistic needs
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Based out of Girard, Ohio Diversified Logistic Solutions (DLS) runs a 600 mile radius.  With 
a focus in the Midwest, Northeast, and Southeast regions; DLS can tailor our routes based on 
your business needs.

REGIONS 
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Diversified Logistic Solutions serves the agribusiness and biodiesel industries.  These services 
include: 

WHAT WE DO

As one of the leading logistics company and service providers in Ohio, we are known for our 
ability to handle every last detail of our customers’ supply chain needs. DLS takes care of all 

your logistics needs from and within our regions. 
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Non-food grade liquids Oils Fertilizers Biofuel Non Haz Liquids



Pump Capabilities available

Air Capabilities available on all power units 

EQUIPMENTS

Steam Capabilities- YES

6500/7000 Gal tanks
Insulated

40/60ft 3” hoses 

Trucks
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Diversified Logistic Solutions is a reliable carrier with an extensive 
fleet covering many lanes. Possibly the most important lane in logis-
tics is communication, and that’s one area Diversified excels. Drivers 
are polite and the equipment is always clean and ready to use. When 
Csaba says he will be there, you can be headache-free!

Travis Martinson-
LR & Industrial Services Manager

QUALITY
Diversified Logistic Solutions understands the val-
ue in providing the level or service that you expect. 
Our quality is second to none.

RELIABILITY
Our in house service shop inspects our units 
routinely.  The DLS teams places heavy emphasis 
on inbound and outbound freight to arrive as 
expected. Dependable every step of the way! 

SAFETY 
Our safety department is focused on maintain-
ing safety and compliance standards that exceed 
federal department of transportation requirements. 
Safety is our PRIORITY.

COMMUNICATION
The driving factor to our success. Thorough 
communication is passed along from our cus-
tomers, dispatch team, and drivers. The back-
bone to our daily operations, we understand the 
added value it brings to the table and 
transparency. 

TESTIMONIALS 

OUR 
CORE VALUES
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I’ve been working with the fine folks at Diversified or over a decade.   
I also regularly work with about 50 other carriers around the country, 
and by comparison I can say that Diversified is hands down the best.  
They have the knowledge, equipment and ethics to produce superi-
or service and lasting relationships.  Communication is one of their 
strong points that I truly appreciate, especially when things don’t go 
as planned.

David Brown-
Transportation Broker



You Call We Haul- Your Best Move in Transportation

Contact Us
Robert Bujdoso

Director of Operations
roby.diversified@gmail.com

Csaba Bujdoso
Business Development 

csaba.diversified@gmail.com

Joan Woodley:
Safety Director

joan@diversifiedlogisticllc.com 

Diversified Logistic Solutions
2501 W. Liberty St,
Girard, Ohio 44420
SCAC Code: DVFK

MC 811926-C
USDOT: 2367577 


